
RCCMS Duplicate Case Based on Mouja, Khatian
No,Plot No and office and its removal

In RCCMS the new feature of Removing the duplicate records will have following steps:-

1. Identification of Duplicate cases and mark for deletion by the operator/Dealing Assistant

2. Forwarding the Identified duplicate cases to Admin (Secy. Revenue/DM/SDM/DCM/) by

the operator/Dealing Assistant

3. Approval of the case for deletion by the Admin.

1. Identification of Duplicate cases and mark for deletion by the operator/Dealing

Assistant

[By Operator/Dealing Assistant]

a) After login by Section User a new

menu item is added as “Probable

Duplicate List” in the menu.

b) User will click on the link and this

will open the list of Probable

duplicate records entered under

the logged-in office based on the

Mouja/Khatian No/Plot No.

2. Forwarding the Identified duplicate cases to Admin (Secy. Revenue/DM/SDM/DCM/)
[by the operator/Dealing Assistant]

a) Page will list the cases with a checkbox on the right side of the each case

b) User will check andMark for deletion appropriate case if it is confirmed as Duplicate.



c) User may check the case details by clicking the Case ID in the table

d) After selecting the proper case for deletion the user will send the Marked for delete

cases to the Admin for approval, this will show instantly in the list as “Sent for

Approval”

3. Approval of the case for deletion
[by Admin User]

a) Admin will login in the RCCMS and and a new link

will be appearing in the menu named as “Approve

or Reject Duplicate List”

b) This will open the list of cases forwarded by the

operator/Dealing Assistant for approval of the

duplicate case deletion.



c) Admin can either approve or reject the case for deletion.

d) Once approved, the case will be deleted from all the reports and records.

e) If rejected, the case will be removed from “Mark as delete” list.
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